
 
 
 

Application Note #5434 
 

Ethernet Communication with the DVT Series 500/600 Vision System 
 

Traditional inspection systems have always kept motion and vision as separate components 
within the same system.  If communication was necessary between the two components, very 
simple swapping of I/O was used to handshake, or a PC was necessary for all coordination.  
True communication between these components was not possible. 
 
With the emergence of the Ethernet and TCP/IP protocol, communication between the Galil 
motion controller and other non-Galil components within the system is possible.  One 
example is the DVT Series 500 or Series 600 Ethernet based camera/inspection system.  This 
application note outlines the process of communicating between the DVT camera and the 
Galil DMC-2200 controller, using the Ethernet as the sole communication link. 
 
The DVT Series 500/600 is an Ethernet-based inspection system that utilizes special software 
to communicate with the camera and strobe hardware.  The camera is programmable through 
the DVT Framework software and can then run stand-alone from programs downloaded to its 
Flash memory. 
 
A typical application will have the camera programmed to inspect a certain part or feature of 
a part.  The camera will send out a string over Ethernet to indicate whether the particular part 
has passed or failed.  This string will command an I/O device, motion controller, or PC to 
take some sort of action on the part. 
 
The DMC-2200 controller was used in the testing to communicate with the Series 600 
Camera. However, any Galil Ethernet controller or the DVT Series 500 camera will achieve 
the same result.  In this case, the controller was established as the master (Client) of the 
Ethernet connection, with the camera as the slave (Server).  Using the standard IH command, 
the Galil controller established a TCP/IP connection with the camera in order to allow 
communication between the two devices. 
 
At this point, communication was possible between the camera and the Galil controller.  The 
controller was able to send ASCII strings through the SA command that could trigger certain 
events on the camera.  In addition, the camera was able to send ASCII strings to the 
controller based on the evaluations of the parts in the program. 
 
The following example shows the setup procedure for programming the camera, as well as 
the Galil commands used to allow communication between the two components. 
 
Setup Procedure 
1. Load the Framework software onto the PC and connect the camera to the local network 

as per the DVT Manual.   
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2. Load the Galil Terminal software onto the PC and connect the Galil Ethernet controller to 
the same network.  

3. For this example, the PC was set to an IP address of 192.168.1.240. 
4. Either connect to the Galil controller through the serial port and issue “IA 

192,168,1,246”, or connect to the Galil controller through the Ethernet port and use the 
DMCNet utility built into the Galil software to find any controllers on the network and 
then assign the IP address to it.  Issue the “BN” command to burn the IP address into the 
controller memory.  

5. Open the Framework software and connect to the camera using the default IP address of 
192.168.1.242.   

6. Using the Framework software, configure a sample camera scan which outputs an ASCII 
string based on a positive or negative verification, or on inspection of the part 
characteristics.  This is done using the Data Link option of the Framework software.  For 
the following example, the DVT camera was configured to output the following data 
based on the intensity of the light feedback on a portion of the picture frame: 

a. <30% Light = JG1000 
b. 75%-95% Light = JG250 
c. >95% Light = STX 

7. Shut down the Framework software.  The DVT camera allows only a single handle of 
communication.  This means either the Framework software/PC may communicate, or 
the Galil motion controller may communicate, but not both.   

8. Open the Galil Terminal and type “TH”.  This returns the status of the Ethernet handles 
on the controller.  Any open handle can be chosen to be the connection to the camera.  In 
this example, handle B was used.  The following command establishes a TCP/IP 
connection with a slave device: 

IHB=192,168,1,242<5001  where 5001 is the DVT Data Link port # that ASCII 
strings are sent through.   

9. Now that a valid connection has been made, it is possible to communicate between the 
controller and the camera over Ethernet. 

 
With the TCP/IP connection established, the controller is able to send commands to the DVT 
camera, as well as receive strings from the DVT.  The example program shown uses a 
program on the DVT that executes automatically upon power up.  Once power is applied to 
the unit, the camera begins inspecting and sending out the ASCII strings to the controller, 
which then commands the motor to move. 
 
It is also possible to have the Galil send commands to the DVT camera.  An example of this 
would be the Galil controller sending a command to select a certain product for inspection, or 
to simply begin the current inspection program.  An example of this is as follows: 
 
1. Follow the above procedure through Step 7.  At this point, use the following Galil 

command to open the handle to the DVT: 
IHB=192,168,1,242<5001  where 5001 is the DVT port number used for the default data 
link. 

2. This allows commands to be sent to the DVT camera.  Send the string *T-, which places 
the camera in a terminal mode, with the following command: 
SAB= “*T-” 
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This will close the current handle between the DVT and the Galil controller as the DVT 
switches between the Data Link driver and the System Terminal Driver. 

3. Re-connect the TCP/IP connection between the two systems using the following 
command: 
IHB=192,168,1,242<5000  using the port 5000 for the Terminal mode. 

4. Send the command to begin running inspections, as shown: 
SAB=“#YI+” 

5. Close the handle between the two systems: 
IHB=>-2 

6. Finally, re-open a handle to the DVT camera using the standard Data Link driver and port 
number: 
IHB=192,168,1,242<5001 

 
Example Program 
The following is an example application used to show the functionality of the 
controller/camera interface, and more importantly, the Ethernet communication capability of 
both units.  For reference, Figure 1 shows the setup of the camera and controller.  The DVT 
camera captures the image of a 3" diameter disk mounted to the shaft of a motor every 
~0.5sec.  The disk has two white arrows on it that show the physical position of the motor at 
all times.  Using the Framework software, a simple program was made that Jogs the motor at 
a fast rate until the white arrow reaches the “TDC Sensor” (shown as a blue circle at the top 
of the disk).  The camera then tells the controller to slow the motor down to a very slow Jog 
until the white arrows are aligned with the “Vertical Sensor” (shown as a thin vertical red 
line).  Once both sensors have met their requirements, an Overall Pass condition is given, and 
the motion is stopped. 
 

 
Figure 1: Galil DMC-2220 and DVT Camera 
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As seen in Figures 2-4, the Framework software allows a real-time view of the camera images.   
However, in a stand-alone application, the PC can be completely eliminated to let the 
controller/camera combination take care of the entire process. 

 

 
Figure 2: Jogging.   

Disk jogs at a constant speed.  Both sensors (blue circle at the top and Vertical 
red line) are in a Fail condition because the white arrows have not entered the 
specified areas. 
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Figure 3: Decrease Speed. 

The DVT Camera senses the arrow enter into the blue circle (TDC Sensor).  The 
PASS condition is satisfied and the controller is sent a command to decrease the 
disk speed. 
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Figure 4:  Disk Stopped. 

The Overall Result is a PASS condition since both sensors have met the 
specified requirements.  The camera sends a command to stop motion and alert 
the controller that Top Dead Center has been reached. 

 
Figure 5 shows the “Data Link Parameters” window.  Each sensor can output certain strings 
depending on whether it has reached a Pass, Fail, or Warn condition.  In this case, a JG1000 
will be sent when both sensors fail.  When the arrow spins into the blue circle, a JG250 will 
output to slow down the motion.  Lastly, when both sensors Pass, a STX;DONE=1 is sent to 
stop the motor and signify that the motor is in the correct position. 
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Figure 5: Data Link Parameters for Each Sensor 

 
MODBUS 
The Galil motion controller and DVT camera may also be connected using the Ethernet 
MODBUS protocol.  In this mode, the Galil controller is the MODBUS master (Client), 
which then connects to the DVT slave (Server).  This uses an identical connection procedure 
to that outlined above, using the IH command for the software connection.  The only 
difference is the port number, which must be set to 502 according to the MODBUS protocol. 
 
MODBUS uses certain mapped registers that can be shared between two connected devices.  
Data in these registers is then shared using Function Codes according to the MODBUS 
specification. 
 
The Galil DMC-2200 supports most of the common function codes, such as FC 01-07 and 
FC 15-17.  The DVT camera supports FC03 (Read Holding Registers) and FC16 (Preset 
Multiple Registers). 
 
Data is shared between these systems by setting up the MODBUS channel and programming 
the DVT and the controller to write status information to these registers.  Based on the data 
written, efficient machine control may be achieved without the need for sending ASCII 
strings. 
 
Conclusion 
The combination of the Galil DMC-2200 motion controller and the DVT vision inspection 
system form a powerful combination within any servo application.  Together these 
components form a motion system that can directly respond to, or be controlled by data from, 
the vision system. 
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If more analog or digital I/O is needed, Galil’s IOC-7007 Intelligent I/O controller can also 
be connected to the Ethernet network to further expand the system’s capabilities.  The IOC-
7007 is also a great choice if motion is not needed in the system at all, but an easy Ethernet 
connection from the camera to external I/O points is necessary.   

 
The ease of setup and simple use are the greatest advantages to this system.  The Framework 
software is an excellent setup, diagnostics, and analysis package that makes it easy to have a 
sensor program downloaded and running very quickly.  Galil controllers have simple two-
letter ASCII commands that make configuration and connection with the camera very 
straightforward.   
 
Once the two systems are connected through the Ethernet, they form a truly stand alone 
vision system that can run an entire machine application without intervention from the host 
PC. 
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